**Cryptic currencies**  Alan Connor

### ACROSS
1. 'V&A: An ace ____ with a nice museum attached’
5. ____ strip off
10. Word that describes a frayed rope
14. Leave out
15. He hunted with Artemis
16. ____ seafman
17. Belgrade politicians sceptical about the Eurozone?
19. The first was to certain poor shepherds
20. +
21. A plus
22. It's something to aspire to
23. ____ lingo
24. He died in 1994 in the Autodromo Enzo e Dino Ferrari
26. Wax from wool
30. Queens consort and queens ____
34. Author, Beowulf
35. Cheek, or something near a cheek
37. 'Fagin himself relaxed, and even the ____ smiled'
38. A rat does this to the heat
40. A little husky
42. 'You say you enjoyed that ox stomach? What ____!'
45. Woman dancing, eggplant etc
47. 'I am a lass who ____ loves a lad' (Sweeney Todd)
50. Maturita (Italy); ____ (England & Wales)
52. Reason a pump might be 48
54. 'For God's sake, a pot of small ____.' (Taming of the Shrew)
55. Avoids like the plague
58. ****
60. 'Always ____ 'U's after 'Q's'
63. Solo and one fifth of the world population
64. Opponents to Euro Tunis in a football friendly?
66. How Lotte Lenya sang '____, ye workers from your slumbers...'
69. January had a super one
70. 'Get thee out, and depart hence: for ____ will kill thee' (Luke 13:31)
71. Prominent feature of 15

### DOWN
1. Concluding musical passage
2. 'Go placidly ____ the noise and the haste'
3. ____ your feet
4. Abbrev. for when KLM might get to LHR
5. It has an ideal pH of 5.0–6.2
6. Eons > ____ > periods > epochs > ages